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ABSTRACT.
The lower order A of /(s ) in each horizontal strip S'tra), with a > A , is equal to the lower order X of f(s). The purpose of this note is to offer a proof of this result. 1 We shall use the following notations:
For a fixed tQ, let S(R) denote the horizontal strip \t -tQ\ < R. Put 
Since for sufficiently large x, 2(AQ -<r) log x < Xix) < 2(A° + f) log x and ze(x) = 2<zlogx -A(x), hence 2ia -A°-e) log x < kix) < 2ia -A0 .+ <f) log x, k • ix) > 2(a -A0 -<r) log x.
We have
Under the hypothesis of the Theorem A = AQ, therefore, we get from Since c is arbitrary, A > A. But A < A always. The case A = 0 is obvious. This leads to the desired conclusion. and [7] .
3. Roux [6] has used a different definition of lower order in the strip (see Blambert [l] ).
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